
Docent Toolbox Workshop 
Monday, February 25 2019 

 
Group 1: Andie, Mary W., Robin, Julia G.  
Theme: Revolution 
Art: Louise Nevelson 
Cultures of Thinking:  

- I Used to Think, Now I Think - Definition of art, does Nevelson fit? Clipboard at every stop 
Entry Point: What do you understand about the word Revolution?  

- New way of thinking. Guide discussion towards revolution in thinking.  
Q: Why do you think I picked this object?  

- Which was made by a man, which by a woman? Asked in the Abstraction gallery 
Multiple Intelligence: Musical / Spatial  

- Beatles song 
- If you were in this space, what would you hear?  
- Nevelson physically looks like a grand piano 

Grade: 5-6 
Other Possible Stops: Vanitas, Lincoln, Apsara, Dead Soldier, Monet (Industrial Revolution) 
 
Group 2: Claire, Jen E., Chris, Paula Rand 
Art: Nevelson 
Theme: Revolution: change from traditional painting and art, using found materials 
Additional Goals: What materials do you have nearby that you could use?  
Cultures of Thinking: See, Think, Wonder 

- View from across room. Were they all black before, or did they become black?  
- Follow up in classroom by giving writing to teacher 

Grade: 4-5  
Multiple Intelligence: Spatial / Logical 

- Did she intend this logic?  
- Interpersonal: cooperate with using boxes for activities 

 
Group 3: Sharon, Beverly, Fran, Dusty 
Theme: Thinking Like an Artist 
Art: Mark Bradford 
Materials: What did he use? How did artist interact with community 
Multiple Intelligence:  

- Intrapersonal, went within himself.  
- Interpersonal, expression of community.  
- Spatial, How collage materials are combined and organized 

Strategy: I Used to Think, Now I think 
- Start from a distance 
- Come closer, see maps 
- Elaborate on materials: found materials 
- Exchange ideas 

Activity:  
- Collage-making, map of Ann Arbor 
- Interacting with community, concrete example, writing 



- What if Mark Bradford had lived on a farm? How might it be different?  
Other work:  

- Esther: created for illiterate audience, interaction with community, high-school tour - 
highlighting artist as product of their times 

 
Group 4: Christy, Nancy, Arlene, Hanne 
Theme: Thinking Like an Artist 
Art: Nydia 
Additional Goal: Artmaking as a process, Idea becomes reality 
Routine: See, Think, Wonder 

- What do you see? What do you think is happening?  
- Tell story 
- Now, why do you think the artist picked that moment in story?  
- If you were going to tell the story, which moment would you pick? Which materials would 

you choose?  
Grade: 3 
Entry Point: What do you think it means to think like an artist?  

- Benefit of failure to move forward 
Multiple Intelligences:  

- Kinetic 
- Aural 
- Spatial 

Other stops: Bradford, How does this artist think differently?  
Comments:  

- Sculptors as rock stars (literally) in that time period. How conception of artist has changed.  
 
Group 5: Pat, Julia J., Lynn, Sue B.  
Theme: Routes of Exploration 
Art: Mark Bradford 
Rationale: Art documents, records his process and his past. What had been layered, scraped off, a 
route of exploration of his past. There as a record for us to read as his journey. Students can explore 
their own memories.  
Grade: 6 - 8 
Entry Point: Art is a record of a journey looking into someone’s past. If you were to have this section 
of the wall, what would your document look like in one month? Your personal journey could also be 
captured. Don’t have to share with the group.  
Close Observation:  

- Materials 
- Video 
- Show his process, scrape it away. FInished product is a mystery 

Cultures of Thinking: What makes you say that?  
- Tell me more 
- Keep digging. See, React, Keep digging 
- Critical Visual Thinking Strategy question. Goes back to art and explain.  

Multiple Intelligence: Intra and Inter-personal 
- Emotion, memory 

Other pieces:  
- Emigrant Train 



- Nevelson - where does your eye go? Make a line and compare  
- Picasso - journey of exploration from realism to Cubist abstraction 

 
Group 6: Alice, Mary E, Teri, Susan F.  
Theme: Patterns and Cycles 
Art: Nevelson 
Routine: What Makes You Say That?  
Grade: 4 
Engagement Strategy: Thinking routine 

- What’s going on here?  
- Answer 
- What do you see that makes you say that?  
- Do you see any patterns here?  

Spatial, kinesthetic, logical / mathematical,  
Activity:  

- Box activity with a pattern 
- Documenting: take photo of pattern or shape 
- Draw 2D pattern 
- Continue discussion about cycles while they work on pattern. Show photos of Nevelson’s 

other work in white and gold and highlight cycles.  
- Resource: Shari Tishman: Slow Looking Tour book. Suggestion from Pam: have students 

explore work from different distances and points in the room 
 
Touring Concerns:  

1. Touching the art:  
a. come up with prop to show how art changes,  
b. hands behind back,  
c. alert officers,  
d. sit on floor,  
e. Create physical barrier (Frankenthaler) 

2. Chaperones:  
a. Kids sit on floor, chaperones on the bench - physical separation 
b. Don’t call on the kid who continually answers 
c. Chaperone guidelines posted on website, Laminate to give out at introduction time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


